The NOT So Glamorous Story They Didn't Tell About GE

The story they’re trying to sell you is that the giant electronics company known as General Electric, GE for short, is a model of success. They say it’s changing industries, revolutionizing the way we live, and that if you buy their products, you’re investing in a bright future. But here’s the thing: there’s a lot more to the story of GE than what you see on the surface. In fact, their success is built on a foundation of worker exploitation, environmental damage, and corporate greed.

When it comes to labor, GE has a history of using its workers to increase profits at the expense of their well-being. For example, when workers began organizing for better working conditions in the 1970s, GE responded not with improvements, but with intimidation and retaliation. They fired workers who were involved in union activities, resulting in a wave of complaints and legal action against the company.

But it’s not just labor practices. GE has also been accused of environmental harm. In the 1980s, for instance, the company was involved in a series of spills and leaks at its chemical plants, which resulted in widespread contamination of local waterways and soil. Despite these issues, GE was able to continue operating and profits soared.

The real story of GE is one of power and control. They use their wealth and influence to shape the narrative around them, while the real issues they’ve been involved in are swept under the rug. But the truth is that the real heroes of the story are the workers who stood up to GE and fought for their rights. Their struggle is a reminder that the power of collective action can make a difference.

So the next time someone tells you about the success of GE, remember that their story is just one side of the coin. The real story is one of labor exploitation, environmental harm, and corporate greed. It’s up to us to demand a better future for all workers, and to hold GE accountable for their actions.
Hit GE’s Korea Blood Donor Laxity

The GE Electronics Group in Korea reportedly has suffered a major blood donor shortage.

‘Alert America’ Show Here April 3, 4, 5

‘Alert America’ is a joint radio-television series, produced by the National Women’s Conference and sponsored by the GE Electronics Group. It features discussions on current events and issues important to women and their families. The show will air on April 3, 4, and 5.

Community Figures Speak Out Against Humphrey

Senator Hubert Humphrey, D. Minn., the Democratic nominee for Vice President, has faced criticism for his stance on several issues.

Humphrey Starts Solo Attack Against Labor

Senator Hubert Humphrey, D. Minn., has launched a solo attack against labor unions, accusing them of being too powerful.

Back Pay Won on GE Hiring Rate Violation

Two workers who were hired at a lower rate than others at a GE facility in Texas were able to secure back pay through legal action.

Look Who’s Talking

The GE Electronics Group has appointed new heads of several divisions.

Timing Center Corrected

The Corrected Timing Center is a new department established within the GE Electronics Group. It is responsible for ensuring the accurate timing of all electronic components and systems.